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Abstract 

This paper displays a way to deal with assess the logical work of the Vietnam National University, 
Hanoi, to meet the decent variety of research fields inside the association. This proposition has suggestions 
appraisal and order of research exercises of resources and research staffs, and for positioning preparing 
associations in the assessment framework, positioning of colleges advanced education in Vietnam. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Vietnam National University, Hanoi (VNU) established 1993is a multidisciplinary college, 
multidisciplinary. Its ancestor is the University of Indochina, was built up in 1906. The VNU has seven 
colleges in which University of Science and University of Social Sciences and Humanities.  

The VNU has built up a database of logical research works for building frameworks of science 
reference record [4]. The database needs to utilize data from Library and Information Center (LIC) and the 
amalgamation of the consequences of research and preparing of the staff and understudies of the VNU. The 
issue is that the equation utilized for more broad appraisal of research in the VNU ought to guarantee 
relative reasonable dimensions to different orders of research. This will encourage the mix of information in 
the database of citations in accordance with the general pattern [1]. 
 
Some comments for Index: 

 ISSN for magazines and ISBN code for books. When you have just the ISSN, the universal magazine will 
be authoritatively perceived and presented on a worldwide scale. Be that as it may, ISSN isn't identified 
with the insurance of property rights, copyright security or the title of a sequential production with 

different distributers. In contrast to the determination and arranging by quality logical diaries of Institute 
for Scientific Information (ISI) or Scopus Elsevier Publisher, writer record of a diary isn't identified with 
the logical nature of the article distributed in it;  

 ISI Classification. ISI has quality determination of magazines on the planet a thorough and careful 
approach to put into their databases. Despite the fact that there are still no brought together 
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assessment, yet the ISI stays one of not very many characterizations perceived and broadly utilized while 
examining the logical nature of the examination. The United Nations, governments and global 
associations regularly utilize measurements from ISI in the executives and arranging of science strategy 
and innovation. The insights and assessment of science, innovation and building if not under ISI will be 
not quite the same as global measurements;  

 Scopus Classification. Other than order ISI, numerous associations world positioning, eg positioning of 
logical research association offices SCIMAGO, college positioning association... additionally utilize the 
database from the Scopus Elsevier. To be recorded on the rundown of Scopus, the diaries were chosen 
entirely. The information from Scopus was SCIMAGO used to assess and rank logical diaries and 
instructive organizations, logical research. As per insights, in the in excess of 2,800 in number research 
units on the planet, Vietnam has named three units: Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology, 
National University of HCMC and VNU;  

 The H and IF. When positioning (reasonably precisely) logical diaries on the planet individuals frequently 
depend on the quality pointers of logical diaries, eg impact record IF (Impact Factor) and H list (H-list). "It 
is extremely hard to evaluate the nature of logical research ventures, on the grounds that established 
researchers still can't seem to concur a brought together standard for all exploration territories" [2]. In 

any case, two pointers (identified with one another) is frequently used to evaluate the nature of a logical 
report is just the effect and number of references. 

 
Concluding remarks 

LICis served in the VNU association, is in charge of sorting out and giving data and materials to the 
learning procedure, look into staffs and understudies of the VNU.  

In light of the appraisal and the related work that LIC is included, it is important to do some manners 
by which the exploration libraries can bolster the assessment procedure inquire about [3]. Explicit 
proposition are as per the following:  

 The LIC ought to be a wellspring of information about the benchmarks and practices of the examination 
results for their associations. Each branch has its very own exceptional type of yield incorporates articles, 
monographs, inquire about papers, meeting reports and magazines gaining practical experience in 
various sorts;  

 The LIC should try to keep up nature in which the branch can create while existing together with the 
arrangements of the enactment. An equalization should be struck between research for particular 
treatment process and research to national financial advancement;  

 The LIC require information the executives results in substantial scale national and worldwide. While the 

examination appraisal framework requires information from a scope of various associations (eg, level 
budgetary information, the quantity of understudies ...), the LIC should express a solid job in the 
administration of these frameworks;  

 The LIC will be in charge of the powerful activity of the archive look into discoveries. The LIC contacts 
both in the association of the LIC and participation with the outside. The LIC should assume a main job in 
the advancement and upkeep of data innovation hardware for information putting away, for various 
parts of research in the VNU, at a ton of dimension of data organize;  

 The LIC ought to give processing arrangements, bibliometrics. Various research assessment mode joins 
proportions of bibliometrics, generous degree suitable;  
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 The LIC must give evidence of utilization. Consider howthe LIC can give more information to the 
evaluation procedure to help the appraisal framework to be more goal. Advanced libraries can be 
utilized in assessment measure (for instance in worried to the executives, flow of data assets);  

 The LIC ought to have extraordinary benefits. The LIC ought to get approval for proposing assignments 
and answers for evaluation of research results in the VNU. 
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